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COMPANY PROFILE



Quality Only 
Happens When 

you Care 
Enough To Do 

Your Best
ALKHORA is one of pioneer Contractor-of 

choice for many highly evaluated projects.
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ALKHORA for General Trading is one of pioneer contractor-of-choice for many 

highly evaluated projects.

Over the past decade, ALKHORA has suc-

cessfully executed numerous electrical 

and mechanical contracts for a wide range 

of clients, including various government 

agencies, organizations and multinational 

companies, and military establishment. 

ALKHORA offer a wide range of electrical 

Construction and installation services that 

allow us to respond to the various client 

needs.

INTRODUCTION
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Fire Alarm & Fighting 

Systems

OUR    
SERVICES

Medical & Pharmaceutical 
Sector

Educational Lab 

Equipment

Laboratories Furniture

Industrial Sector

Oil & Gas

Environmental Sector

ALKHORA is well-known as a dependable 

and timely provider for a commercial & 

Government entities operating in the fast 

paced and ever-changing environment of 

Iraq. 



ABOUT
US

 ALKHORA headquarter is located in Baghdad, Iraq. Also, we have offices in 

Erbil, Basra. Moreover, ALKHORA has international offices in Amman, Jordan and in 

Dubai, UAE.

 Since 1997, ALKHORA has successfully implemented numerous contracts for 

a wide range of clients, including various government Ministries, agencies, organiza-

tions and multinational companies, and military establishments.

 ALKHORA supplies laboratory equipment including engineering labs instru-

ment, environment equipment including nuclear contamination detection.

 ALKHORA supplies special furniture for scientific laboratories and hospital labs, 

also we have the capability to supply medical equipment, medical lab instruments & 

mobile clinics.
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IRAQ

JORDAN

UAE

Al Yarmook - 612 - St. 14, H61

+964 790 190 8803

+964 790 190 8804

sales@alkhora.com

Jabal Al-Hussain, Amman

+962 6 562 9175

+962 6 562 9176

alkhora@alkhora.com

Garhoud, 81583, Dubai,

+971 56 393 8164

+971 55 563 3939

as@alkhora.com

AROUND 
THE WORLD

ALKHORA Profile - introduction



MESSAGE
FROM MANAGEMENT

OUR MISSION
To serve the esteemed customers and 

to contribute to rebuilding Iraq and 

support Oil & Gas Companies, Power 

generation plants & power distribution 

substations which are working in Iraq 

with excellent services.

OUR VALUES

• Safety – Embracing a culture to Protect our 

employees & Clients 

• Integrity – Being Honest & doing what is right  

• Talent – Keeping the best 

• Quality – Delivering what is required  

• Customers – follow up & healthy communica-

tion with client 

• Result – meet Customer satisfaction  

We believe a business is not successful if it is only committed to 
profit. It has to be an activity which creates prosperity and well 
being for all those who are connected with it directly or indirect-
ly. Profit is only a by-product reflecting how well we are carrying 
out the business activity.



24+ 
YEARS OF 

EXPERIENCE

ALKHORA is built upon the strengths of 
several individual, complimentary areas 

of expertise which create a cohesive team 
enabling us to successfully accomplish 
tasks as a single, interconnected and 

seamless organization. 
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WHY US
ALKHORA draws from the background of 
real-world extensive experience in Iraq. With 
our intimate knowledge of Iraqi culture and 
laws, we can easily navigate through the 
rules and regulations of this unique work 
environment.

   
Attention to Details

   
A Plan for Success

   
Creativity

   
Experts Only

   
Award-Winning

Our Commitment to safety, Health 
and Environment
ALKHORA foster a culture that is founded on 

putting safety first. Our continuous develop-
ment of safety controls ensure that work is 
performed using safe work practices and ad-
herence to environmental control. From Basic 
workplace safety measures to Handling Haz-
ardous, ALKHORA continuing training their 
staff increase their skills to safely execute the 
wok complying with OSHA standards and our 
client’s requirements.
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Our financial stability allows us to operate debt free 
supporting numerous contracts over all regions of 

Iraq.
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OUR SERVICES

NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS

HEALTH & MEDICAL PHYSICS

ALKHORA is well-known as a dependable and timely provider for a commercial & Government 
entities operating in the fast paced and ever-changing environment of Iraq. 

Nuclear power has one of the lowest levels of fatalities per unit of energy generated compared 
to other energy sources. Detection of radiation and various stages of nuclear power production 
– from mining to Nuclear fuel production, fission, environmental impact, and spent fuel stor-
age – require accurate measurements of radiation routine operation of a Nuclear power plant. 
Additionally, to avoid accidents such the Chernobyl disaster in the Soviet Union in 1986, the 
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in Japan in 2011, and the more contained Three Mile Island 
accident in the United States in 1979.

Ionizing Radiation
Ionizing radiation cannot be avoided. It also has been beneficial to human beings in areas rang-
ing from medical diagnosis and therapy to scientific research to generating electrical power. 
However, when used in large quantities or in unsafe ways, ionizing radiation can harm living 
organisms.
Care must be taken to properly use equipment and to minimize the potential for unnecessary 
radiation exposure to individuals or environmental contamination in medical, research, or pow-
er generation activities. The health physicist is prominent among scientists charged with con-
trolling the beneficial use of ionizing radiation while protecting workers and the public from 
potential hazards.
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Medical Physics

AIR QUALITY

Providing the 
Solutions 
You Need

It is a medical physicist’s responsibility to 
design, develop, test and assess these fac-
tors, using specialist knowledge of radiation 
physics and other technical disciplines. Both 
Health physics and Medical Physics is devot-
ed to radiation detecting and quantifying the 
amount of radiation exposed to humans and 
their safety.

Awareness about air pollution is growing day by day as are the number of diseases and symp-
toms that are caused by or exacerbated by poor air quality, but even now, in the 21st century, 
many people are oblivious to the facts and true health impacts of modern day urban air pollution.

Unlike the smogs and “pea-soupers” of the 1950’s, modern day air pollution is largely invisible. You 
can’t see it, smell it or taste it, but it ranks in the top 5 killers and costs the UK economy billions of 
pounds per year in lost productivity and places enormous strains on the ~health system.

ALKHORA provides scientific instrumentation, systems and services to help government, local 
authorities, industry, academia, agencies and consultants to accurately and reliably quantify the 
concentrations of various dangerous air pollutants so that data can be produced and made pub-
lically available.

The nuclear power renaissance and the growth of requirements in the areas of homeland security 
to prevent the illicit trafficking of nuclear material. In addition countries are eager to monitoring 
airports, seaport, cargo and important nuclear facilities for unauthorized movement of radiation 
and harmful products or items.

ALKHORA offers systems for users in Nuclear Power Plants, Homeland Security Agencies, Cus-
toms and Border Patrol, National Atomic Energy Agencies, Nuclear Regulatory Agencies, Hospi-
tals, and in Research Establishments worldwide.

BORDER, PORT, ACCESS MONITORING
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ALKHORA COMPANY PROFILE

OUR
CLIENTS
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ALKHORA COMPANY PROFILE

OUR
PARTNERS
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ISO Certified

CERTIFICATION

This is to Certify that the Management System of

ISO 9001:2015

has been found to conform to the Quality Management System standard:

This certificate is valid for the following scope of operations:

:: Certificate No :: IQ56391A

AL KHORA FOR GENERAL TRADING LTD

AI Yarmook - 612 - St. 14, H61, Baghdad, Iraq

Director

This Certificate remains valid subject to satisfactory surveillance audits.

30 January 2024 30 January 2024 29 January 2025 29 January 2027

Date of initial registration Date of this Certificate Surv. audit on or before / Certificate expiry Recertification Due

Trading, Design,development, Procurement and Execution of educational,

test instruments, oil & gas, pharmaceuticals, Enviromental testing devices,

Engineering Laboratories, Procurement and Erection and

Commissioning of Power Stations.
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ISO Certified

This is to Certify that the Management System of

ISO 14001:2015

has been found to conform to the Environmental Management System standard:

This certificate is valid for the following scope of operations:

:: Certificate No :: IQ56391B

AL KHORA FOR GENERAL TRADING LTD

AI Yarmook - 612 - St. 14, H61, Baghdad, Iraq

Director

This Certificate remains valid subject to satisfactory surveillance audits.

30 January 2024 30 January 2024 29 January 2025 29 January 2027

Date of initial registration Date of this Certificate Surv. audit on or before / Certificate expiry Recertification Due

Trading, Design,development, Procurement and Execution of educational,

test instruments, oil & gas, pharmaceuticals, Enviromental testing devices,

Engineering Laboratories, Procurement and Erection and

Commissioning of Power Stations.

This is to Certify that the Management System of

ISO 45001:2018

has been found to conform to the Occupational Health & Safety Management System standard:

This certificate is valid for the following scope of operations:

:: Certificate No :: IQ56391C-1

AL KHORA FOR GENERAL TRADING LTD

AI Yarmook - 612 - St. 14, H61, Baghdad, Iraq

Director

This Certificate remains valid subject to satisfactory surveillance audits.

30 January 2024 30 January 2024 29 January 2025 29 January 2027

Date of initial registration Date of this Certificate Surv. audit on or before / Certificate expiry Recertification Due

Trading, Design,development, Procurement and Execution of educational,

test instruments, oil & gas, pharmaceuticals, Enviromental testing devices,

Engineering Laboratories, Procurement and Erection and

Commissioning of Power Stations.
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Vehicles and Mobile 
Laboratories

Particulate
Monitoring

Black Carbon 
Monitors

Continous Gas
Analysers

Zephyr Air 
Quality Sensor

Products

PRODUCTS
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Compressed Air Treatment & 
Zero Gas Systems

Specialized Systems

Analysers

Gas Compounding / Gas 
Analysis Calibration Systems

Gas & Dust Collectors

Monitoring Stations & 
Mobile Stations

NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS

ENVIRONMENTAL & FOOD 
MONITORING

HEALTH & MEDICAL PHYSICS

RADIATION DOSIMETRY

EDUCATION & RESEARCH

BORDER, PORT, ACCESS 
MONITORING

Products
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SN End-User Contract 
No.

Contract 
Date

Scope of Supply

1 Ministry of Environment 147 2005 Laboratory equipment

2 Ministry of Environment / 
Babel

226 2008 Radiation monitoring devices 
and supplies

3 Ministry of Environment / 
Babel

349 2008 Air monitoring stations

4 Ministry of Environment 19 2008 Equipment and materials for the 
biological influence project

5 Ministry of Environment 17 2009 Evaluation of cleaned uranium 
contamination

6 Ministry of Environment / 
Karbala

28 2010 Radiation monitoring devices

7 Ministry of Environment / 
Basra

602-632 2011 Food safety laboratory from ra-
dioactive contamination

8 Ministry of Environment 230 2012 Early detection devices for oil 
pollution

9 Ministry of Environment / 
Basra

7/8 2014 Air quality monitoring devices

Previous Projects

PREVIOUS 
PROJECTS
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PORTFOLIO



www.alkhora.com

+964 790 190 8803

+964 783 302 2013

sales@alkhora.com

+962 6 562 9175

+964 6 562 9176

alkhora@alkhora.com

+971 56 393 8164

+971 55 563 3939

as@alkhora.com

Al Yarmook - 612 - St. 14, 
H61

Jabal Alhussein - AlHus-
saeiny Bld.

Jebel Ali Free Zone,
Dubai


